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linoleum

4176 mushroom 4157 pearl 4185 powder 4172 mauve

4164 salsa 4154 burgundy 4186 orange blast 4175 pebble

4132 ash 4178 iron 4177 vapour 4155 pewter

4179 smokey blue 4181 midnight blue 4180 aquavert 4184 olive

                            4182 spring green 4174 conifer 4183 pistachio 4166 charcoal 4023 nero

the linoleum manufacturer informs

as furniture linoleum is made from natural raw materials different production runs may show slight colour variations. this is 

something to bear in mind when repeating an order.

during the last phase of the production process, a yellowish tint - known as drying room yellowing - may form on furniture linoleum, 

especially on lighter shades. this is entirely normal and disappears soon after exposing the product to natural light.

display of colours

can differ from the original tone, depending on printer settings or scope presentation.
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caoutchouc  

2446 6175 2140 2647

2454 1810 2457 2451

                            frog 6176 2144 0131 6129

                            magenta 2452 6177 6178 2848

                            lemon 6179 2981 6009 0597

the caoutchouc manufacturer informs

variations in colours due to production and technological changes, which serve the approvement of the products, we do reserve.

display of colours

can differ from the original tone, depending on printer settings or scope presentation.
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solid wood & veneer

maple birch (veneer only) beech oak

ash cherry larch merbau (solid only)

brown ash plane walnut swiss pine 

(solid only)

the display of colours

can differ from the original tone, depending on printer settings or scope presentation.
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